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The theorem stating that the family of frontiers of recognizable tree
languages is exactly the family of context-free languages (see J. Mezei
and J. B. Wright, 1967, Inform. and Comput. 11, 329), is a basic result
in the theory of formal languages. In this article, we prove a similar result:
the family of frontiers of recognizable picture languages is exactly the
family of context-sensitive languages. ] 1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
There are several extensions to two-dimensional cases of the well-known notion
of recognizability in free monoids. The first use two-dimensional machines as in the
work of Blum and Hewitt (1967) or Inoue and Takanami (1990). Rosenfeld, in
1979, and Siromoney et al., in 1973, gave extensions which deal with two-dimen-
sional grammars. Recently Giammarresi and Restivo (1992) gave a very nice defini-
tion of recognizability in pictures. A picture is a two-dimensional word on a finite
alphabet. By extension of local string languages, a local picture language is defined
by a set of authorized tiles. Then recognizable picture languages are defined as a
projection of local picture languages.
This notion of recognizability is very interesting since it can also be defined by
way of tessellation automata (see Inoue and Nakamura, 1977) and by existential
expressions in monadic second-order logic (see Giammarressi et al., 1996). A survey
of the topic is given in the ‘‘Handbook of Formal Languages’’ (see Giammarresi
and Restivo, 1996).
The link between context-free string languages and the frontiers of recognizable
tree languages is a basic result in the theory of formal languages (see Mezei and
Wright, 1967). In this paper we point out the connection between context-sensitive
string languages and the frontiers, defined as the top lines, of recognizable picture
languages. More precisely, we prove that the family of frontiers of recognizable
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picture languages is exactly the family of context-sensitive languages. This result
strengthens the interest of the family of recognizable picture languages.
2. RECOGNIZABLE PICTURE LANGUAGES
We assume the reader to be familiar with basic formal language theory (see
Ginsburg, 1975, for definitions). For picture languages, we recall some definitions
from Giammarresi and Restivo (1996). Let 7 be a finite alphabet. A picture over
7 is a two-dimensional rectangular array of letters of 7. We denote the set of all
pictures over 7 by 7**.
For a picture p of size (n, m), where n is the number of rows and m the number
of columns of p, we denote by p(i, j) the letter of 7 which occurs in i th row and
jth column (starting in the left-top corner). The set of all the pictures over 7 of size
(n, m) is denoted by 7n, m. We denote by p~ the (n+2, m+2) picture over 7 _ [*],
where * is a special letter which does not belong to 7, defined by
1. \1in+2 p~ (i, 1)=p~ (i, n+2)=*
2. \1jm+2 p~ (1, j)=p~ (m+2, j)=*
3. \2in+1, 2jm+1 p~ (i, j)=p(i&1, j&1).
For instance, if we consider the alphabet 7=[a, b, c], we have for the picture p:
a b a
b c c
* * * * *
* a b a *
* b c c *
* * * * *
p= p~ =
Let p be a picture of size (n, m) over an alphabet 7. For rn and sm, we
denote by Tr, s( p) the set of the (r, s) sub-pictures of p:
Tr, s( p)={q # 7r, s } _0xn&r, 0ym&s \1ir, 1jsq(i, j)=p(x+i, y+j) =
A picture language over 7 is a subset of 7**. Let L be a picture language. We
define Tr, s(L)=p # L Tr, s( p). The definition of local picture languages is a direct
extension of the notion of local string languages.
Definition 2.1. Let L be a picture language over 7. L is local if there exists a
set 2 of (2, 2) pictures over 7 _ [*] such that L=[ p # 7** | T2, 2( p~ )2].
We know that every recognizable string language is the image by a one-to-one
morphism of a local string language. We then need to define projection of pictures.
Let 7 and 7$ be two finite alphabets and let ?: 7  7$ be a mapping. The projec-
tion by ? of a picture p # 7n, m is the picture p$ # 7$n, m such that for all 1in,
1jm, p$(i, j)=?( p(i, j)). We denote p$=?( p). By extension, we denote ?(L)
as the projection by mapping by ? of the language L over 7 and ?(L)=
[ p$ # 7$** | _p # L p$=?( p)].
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Definition 2.2. Let L be a picture language over 7. L is recognizable if there
exists a local picture language L$ over 7$ and a mapping ?: 7$  7 such that
L=?(L$ ).
In Latteux and Simplot (1996), we also give a finer characterization of
recognizable picture languages by using the so-called hv-local picture languages.
Definition 2.3. Let L7** be a picture language. L is hv-local if there
exists a set 2 of horizontal and vertical dominoes over 7 _ [*] such that
L=[q # 7** | T1, 2(q~ ) _ T2, 1(q~ )2].
Proposition 2.4. Let L7** be a picture language. L is recognizable if and
only if there exist an hv-local picture language L$ over 7$ and a mapping ?: 7$  7
such that L=?(L$ ).
We notice that we have the proper inclusion of hv-local picture languages in local
picture languages and of local picture languages in recognizable ones. For instance,
the language of the picture of height 2 with only the letter a on the first line and
b on the second one is clearly local. The image of this language by the mapping
which associates a and b with c is not local but recognizable.
Let 2 be a set of (l, k) pictures over 7 _ [*]. The picture language L defined
by
L=[ p # 7** | Tl, k( p~ )2]
is (l, k)-locally testable and is clearly recognizable (see Giammarresi and Restivo,
1996).
With pictures we have two concatenation products. Let p be an (n, m) picture
and let p$ be an (n$, m$) picture. The row concatenation of p with p$ that is denoted
by p  p$ is defined if and only if m=m$ and is the (n+n$, m) picture satisfying
\1in \1jm ( p  p$ )(i, j )=p(i, j)
\1in$ \1jm ( p  p$ )(n+i, j )=p$(i, j)
In the same way, the column concatenation of p with p$ that is denoted by p m| p$
is defined if and only if n=n$ and is the (n, m+m$ ) picture satisfying
\1in \1jm ( p m| p$ )(i, j )=p(i, j )
\1in \1jm$ ( p m| p$ )(i, m+j)=p$(i, j ).
In the rest of the paper, we identify 71, * (the pictures with one row) and the
semi-group 7+.
3. FRONTIERS OF RECOGNIZABLE PICTURE LANGUAGES
In this section, we show our main result which states the exact connection of
context-sensitive languages with frontiers of recognizable picture languages.
Definition 3.1. Let p be a picture of 7n, m. The frontier of p is the top line
of p, that is, the word p(1, 1) } } } p(1, m), and is denoted by fr( p).
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The notion of frontier is extended to picture languages and classes of picture
languages.
Definition 3.2. Let L be a picture language (respectively, a class of picture
languages). We denote by fr(L) the language (class of languages) of 7* defined by
fr(L)=[fr( p) | p # L].
For the first time, we show that the frontier of a recognizable picture language
is context-sensitive.
Proposition 3.3. For every recognizable picture language A, the language fr(A)
is context-sensitive.
Proof. We show that for a given hv-local language K over an alphabet 7, the
language fr(K ) is context-sensitive. In fact, we construct a context-sensitive gram-
mar G for *fr(K )**. Clearly this suffices to show that fr(K ) is context-sensitive.
The idea is to construct a context-sensitive grammar which checks line by line,
starting from the bottom, a picture of K. Let 2 be the finite set of dominoes
associated with K. We assume that the dominoes *  * and * m| * belong
to 2; otherwise K is empty.
We define the grammar G=<X, V, P, S> with:
v The set of terminal symbols
X={a # 7 } # 2=_ [*].*a
v The set of non-terminal symbols V=(7"X ) _ [S, A, L, R], where S is the
axiom.
v The set of productions P, divided into four parts:
1. Generate the bottom line:
S  *aA for , # 2 a # 7
aA  abA for , # 2 a, b # 7 (P1)
aA  aL* for # 2 a # 7.
* a
a
*
a b b
*
a *
2. Return to the first column:
aL  La for a # 7
(P2)
*L  *R.
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3. Check horizontal and vertical scanning:
bRa  ba$R for , # 2
a, a$ # 7
b # 7 _ [*]
(P3)
aR*  aL* for # 7 a # 7.
b a$
a$
a
a *
4. End the derivation:
L*  **. (P4)
Let K1 , K2 , and K3 be the hv-local picture languages over 7 defined by the set
of authorized dominoes 21 , 22 , and 23 , respectively:
21=2 _ { } a # 7=
22=21 _ { } a # 7=
23=22 _ { } a # 7= .
a
*
a
*
* a
We easily have the following properties:
\p # K1 ( p # K  fr( p) # X*) (1)
\p # K1 , u # 71, * (u  fr( p) # K2 O u  p # K1) (2)
\u, v # 71, * (7**  u  v  7** & K1{< O u  v # K2). (3)
In order to show the proposition, we prove the following claim.
Claim 3.4. S *wG *uL*  u # fr(K1).
We can deduce this claim from the following properties:
\u # 7* (S *wP1 *uL* O u # K1) (4)
\u # fr(K1) (*Ru* *wP3 *vL*  v  u # K2). (5)
Because of relations between rules (P1) and the sets of dominoes 2 and 21 , the
property (4) clearly holds. The property (5) can be derived from the following:
\u # fr(K1) \*Ru* w+P3 *v$Rv"*  _u$ # 7+ u=u$v"v$  u$ # K3+ .
This last property is easily proved by induction on the length of u$ by using the
definition of the rules of (P3).
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A derivation of G which generates a word *uL* is a sequence with the following
scheme:
S w+P1 *u1L* w
+
P2 *Ru1* w
+
P3 *u2L* w
+
P2 *Ru2* w
+
P3 } } } w
+
P3 *unL*.
To show the left-to-right implication of the claim, we reason by induction on the
length of the derivation by using the property (4) to start the induction and the
properties (2) and (5) for the next steps. For the converse implication, we take a
picture p of K1 and we show that *fr( p) L* can be derived from the axiom. In
the same way, we reason by induction on the height of p. We use the property (4)
to begin the induction and we use the properties (3) and (5) for the following steps.
This ends the proof of Claim 3.4.
It is now easy to conclude. The only way to delete the variable L (the variable
R can only be replaced by an L) is to apply the rule (P4):
S *w *uL* wP4 *u**.
By the claim, we know that u # K1 . If u contains only terminal symbols, by (1)
we know that u belongs to fr(K ). On the other hand, if u # fr(K ), since K is included
in K1 , we can derive *uL* from S. Hence the grammar G generates the language
*fr(K )**. K
This result states that fr(Rec(7**)) is included in CS(7*). We now prove the
reverse inclusion.
It is well known that all context-sensitive languages are recognizable by linear
bounded automata. A linear bounded automaton M is a t-uple M=(Q, 7, V, $, q0 , F)
where Q is the set of states, 7 the input alphabet, V the tape alphabet (which
contains 7), $ the transition function $: Q_V  2Q_V_[&1, 0, 1], q0 # Q the initial
state, and F the set of final states.
A step of computation is given by the function of transition
u .bqa .v |&uq$b .a$ .v for u, v # V*a, b # V(q$, a$, &1) # $(q, a)
uqa .v |&uq$a$ .v for u, v # V*a # V(q$, a$, 0) # $(q, a)
uqa .v |&u .a$q$v for u, v # V*a # V(q$, a$, 1) # $(q, a).
A word w # 7* is accepted by M if there exists a computation
q0 w |& } } } |&w$q
for some w$ # V* and q # F.
Proposition 3.5. Let L be a context-sensitive language over 7. There exists a
recognizable picture language K # Rec(7**) such that L=fr(K ).
Proof. Let A=(Q, 7, V, $, q0 , F) be a linear bounded automaton which
recognizes L. We construct a (2,3)-locally testable picture language K which
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simulates the behavior of the automaton. This language is over the alphabet 7$
which is defined by
7$=V _ (Q_V ).
The language K is defined by a set 2 of authorized 2_3 pictures:
K=[ p # 7$** | T2, 3( p~ )2].
We now define the set 2=21 _ 22 _ 23 _ 24 .
1. Set an initial state on the first cell of the first line:
21={
,
; a, b # 7 7c # 7 _ [*]=
* * *
* (q0 , a) c
* * *
(q0 , a) b c
* * *
a b c
2. Simulate the transition of the automaton:
22={ ; (q$, b$, 0) # $(q, b) 7 a, c # V _ [*]=
_ { ; (q$, b$, &1) # $(q, b)7 c # V _ [*] 7a # V=
_ { ; (q$, b$, 1) # $(q, b)7 a # V _ [*] 7c # V=
23={ ;
a1 , a$1 , a$2 , a3 , a$3 # 7$ _ [*] 7a2 # V
7 (a$2 # Q_V O (a1 , a3)  (V _ [*])2)
7 (ai # V O a$i # [ai] _ Q_[ai]) =
a (q, b) c
a (q$, b$ ) c
a (q, b) c
(q$, a) b$ c
a (q, b) c
a b$ (q$, c)
a1 a2 a3
a$1 a$2 a$3
Notice that in a tile of 23 no state can occur in position 1, 2 and that if a state
appears in position 2, 2 a state should occur in 1, 1 or 1, 3. The other role of 23
is to check that letters without state do not change from one line to the next.
3. Verify that the last line leads the automaton to a final state:
24={ ; a # V _ [*] 7 b # V7 c # 7 $ =
_{ ;
a # V _ [*] 7 b # V
7 (q$, c$, 1) # $(q, b)
7 q$ # F 7 c$ # 7 =
a b c
* * *
a (q, b) *
* * *
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Let p be a picture of size (n, m) belonging to K. By the definition of 21 , it is easy
to see that fr( p) belongs to [q0]_7 .7*. We show the following property:
\1i<n
p(i, 1) } } } p(i, m)=u . (q, a) .v
u, v # V*
- (6)
p(i+1, 1) } } } p(i+1, m)=u$ . (q$, a$ ) .v$
u$, v$ # V*
uqa .v |&
A
u$q$a$ .v$
We use the fact that the only way for a letter of Q_V to be in position (1, 2)
in a 2_3 tile is for this tile to belong to 22 or 24 . Thus, if in a line i we have one
state, in the next line we have at least one state. If a state is in position (2, 2) in
a 2_3 tile, this tile is in 22 or 23 and then we have a state in position (1, 1), (1, 2),
or (1, 3). Since this state is tiled in position (1, 2) in a tile of 22 , and the tiles of
22 check that the transition is correct, we clearly have (6). From (6) we easily
deduce the property
\1in p(i, 1) } } } p(i, m) # V*. (Q_V ) .V*. (7)
If we note p(1, 1) } } } p(1, m)=(q0 , a).u and p(n, 1) } } } p(n, m)=u$ . (q, a$ ) .v$,
where q # Q, a # 7, u # 7*, a$ # V, and u$, v$ # V*, we have
q0 a .u |&
n&1
A
u$qa$ .v$
By the authorized tiles for the last line appearing in 24 , we deduce that v$== and
that qa$ |&
A
a"q" where q" # F. We have then
q0 a .u |&
n
A
u.a"q" q" # F.
We consider the mapping ? from 7$ into 7 defined by
\a # 7 $ ?(a)={
a
b
c
if a # 7
for some b # 7 if a # V"7
if a=(q, c).
We denote K$=?(K ). The word ?(fr( p))=fr(?( p)) # L(A). This shows that
fr(K$)L(A).
For the converse inclusion, it is easy to see that for a derivation
q0 u *|&A u$q$a |&A u"q",
with q" # F, we can construct a picture of K which simulates this derivation.
Thus we have fr(K$)=L(A). K
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From Propositions 3.3 and 3.5, we get the main result. It states that there is an
equivalence between CS in free monoids, fr(Rec), and fr(hv-Loc) in pictures. More
precisely, we have:
Theorem 3.6. Given a language L7*, the following conditions are equivalent.
1. L # CS(7*).
2. L=fr(K ) for some K # Rec(7**),
3. L=fr(K ) for some K # hv-Loc(7$**) with 77$.
The last point is easy to deduce from the previous one. If we have a recognizable
picture language K such that fr(K )=L, we know that K is the image of a hv-local
picture language K$7$** by a mapping ?. We can assume that 7$ and 7 are dis-
joint. Let 2 be the domino set associated with K$. We define a set of dominoes 2$:
2$=2>{ } a # 7$=_ { } a # 7 =
_ { } a # 7, b # 7$, ?(b)=a=
_ { , | a, b # 7 =
*
a
*
a
a
b
* a a b a *
A picture of the hv-local picture language of (7 _ 7$)** defined by 2$ is the row
concatenation of a word u of 7+ with a picture p of K$ such that u=?(fr( p)). Thus,
the third point clearly holds.
It is then interesting to notice that a context-sensitive string language is com-
pletely defined by two domino sets which correspond to the hv-local language.
By using the undecidability of emptiness of context-sensitive languages, we get
the following corollary which is also proved in Giammarresi and Restivo (1992,
1996):
Corollary 3.7. The emptiness problem for recognizable picture languages and
for hv-local picture languages is undecidable.
Note added in proof. The authors thank one of the referees for pointing out that this result already
appeared (in somewhat different terminology) in the unpublished dissertation of H. Sperber (1985).
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